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Abstract
The elastic properties of DNA are essential for its biological function. They control its bending and
twisting as well as the induction of structural modifications in the molecule. These can affect its interaction
with the cell machinery. The response of a single DNA molecule to a mechanical stress can be precisely
determined in single-molecule experiments which give access to an accurate measurement of the elastic
parameters of DNA. # 2000 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The past seven years have witnessed the emergence of a wealth of new techniques and tools for
the study of single-molecule biophysics. Methods as diverse as optical and magnetic tweezers,
microfibers and atomic force microscopy are now used in many labs to manipulate (displace,
stretch or twist) single biomolecules (DNA, proteins, carbohydrates, etc.). In parallel optical
methods based on fluorescence (by energy transfer or directly with evanescent wave, two-photons
or confocal configurations) have also been developed to study biochemical processes at the singlemolecule level. Currently, many groups are actively trying to combine both aspects, i.e. to
visualize the displacement and activity of a single-molecule (myosin, RNA-polymerase, etc.)
under stress.
In this paper we shall focus on the manipulation of single DNA molecules and on
the measurement of their elastic properties in particular. After a brief review of the relevance
of these properties to the biology of DNA, we shall describe the techniques involved in the
manipulation of DNA. First, the anchoring of the molecule’s ends to appropriate surfaces and the
use of a meniscus to stretch and align a DNA molecule on a surface. This technique known as
molecular combing has found many applications in the field of genomics. We shall then review
various techniques for the manipulation of DNA and in particular the magnetic trap which allows
one to both pull and twist a single-molecule. We will then present the various models used to
describe DNA under tension and discuss their adequacy with the experimental results. The
stretching of twisted DNA will be reviewed with an emphasis on the measurement of the torsional
constant of the molecule and a description of the torque-induced structural phase transitions.
Finally we shall review some of the experiments studying DNA=protein interactions at the singlemolecule level.
DNA is one of the longest molecule in nature. A human chromosome for example is a few
centimeters long. To squeeze such a lengthy molecule in a micron-size nucleus DNA is strongly
bent and wrapped around histones, forming the bead on a string structure of chromatin, itself
further compactified by extensive coiling. The bending and torsional properties of DNA (and
chromatin) are therefore essential to an understanding of its compactification in the nucleus.
DNA is a polymer, i.e. a linear chain made of repeating structural units. These consist of a
ribose-phosphate to which four different groups can be linked: adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine
(C) or thymine (T). DNA differs from most polymers in that it is formed by the winding around
each other of two ribose-phosphate polymer chains (a DNA strand) locked by hydrogen bonding
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between their complementary bases: adenine (guanine) on one strand with thymine (cytosine) on
the other. This double helical structure prevents the relaxation of torsional stress by rotation
about a single covalent bond as common with man-made polymers. Moreover, the stacking of the
bases on top of each other confers unto DNA an unusually large flexional rigidity.
This structure also poses some formidable mechanical problems to the cellular machinery which
has to read, transcribe and replicate the instructions of the genetic code buried inside the double
helix. To make the code accessible to the DNA or RNA polymerase enzymes, the molecule has to
be unwound and the two strands separated. Thus, as an RNA polymerase proceeds along the
molecule the DNA upstream of the transcription complex is overwound, whereas downstream it is
underwound (Liu and Wang, 1987). The regulation of the winding and torsional stresses involved
in those processes is performed by a battery of enzymes known as topoisomerases (Wang et al.,
1998). To study the function of these DNA-associated molecular motors one has to first
understand the mechanical response of DNA under stress.

2. Single molecule micromanipulation
There are by now many new techniques to manipulate single molecules: optical (Simmons
et al., 1996) or magnetic tweezers (Amblard et al., 1996; Gosse and Croquette, 1999) and traps
(Smith et al., 1996; Strick et al., 1996), atomic force cantilevers (Florin et al., 1994), microfibers
(Ishijima et al., 1991; Cluzel et al., 1996) and hydrodynamic drag (Smith et al. 1992). In all these
techniques, a DNA molecule (but also a protein or some other polymer) is first anchored to a
surface at one end and to a force sensor at the other. The force sensor is usually a trapped micronsized bead or a cantilever whose displacements are used to measure the force, see Fig. 1. Different
force range and measurement time scales are afforded by these techniques. Magnetic traps and
microfibers further allow twisting of the molecule by rotating the magnets or the fibers where the
bead is attached.
The upper bound for force measurements in micromanipulation experiments is the tensile
strength of a covalent bound, on the order of eV=Å or about 1000 pN (1 pN ¼ 10ÿ12 N). The
smallest measurable force is set by the Langevin force which is responsible for the Brownian
motion of the sensor. Because of
pits
ffiffiffiffiffiffirandom
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi nature, the Langevin force is a noise density in force
which is simply written as fn ¼ 4kB T6pZr (Z is the viscositypofffiffiffiffithe
ffiffi medium, r is the radius of the
particle). For a 1ÿmm diameter bead in water, fn 0:017 pN= Hz. In between those two extremes
lies the forces typical of the molecular scale, which are of order kB T=nm 4 pN. This is roughly
the stall force of a single-molecular motor such as myosin (4 pN; Finer et al., 1994) or RNApolymerase (15–30 pN; Yin et al., 1995; Wang et al., 1998). It is also the typical force needed to
unpair the DNA bases (about 15 pN; Essevaz-Roulet et al., 1997).
2.1. End-specific anchoring of DNA and molecular combing
The first step in any DNA manipulation experiment is to anchor the DNA (preferentially via its
extremities) to appropriately treated surfaces. Many different methods have been developed
to achieve specific DNA binding to surfaces. They have found useful applications, from gene
mapping, sequencing and analysis (Chee et al., 1996) to the development of very sensitive
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Fig. 1. Example of forces transducers used in various experiments. (a) An AFM cantilever is often used as a force
transducer during intermolecular force measurements (Florin et al., 1994) and protein unfolding experiments (Rief et
al., 1997). Its deflection upon pulling is detected by the displacement of a laser beam reflected from the cantilever. (b) In
some of the experiments involving DNA pulling (Cluzel et al., 1996; Léger et al., 1998) and unzipping (Essevaz-Roulet
et al., 1997), the force transducer is an optical fiber, which deflection is detected optically (by measuring the
displacement either of the fiber directly on a microscope stage or of a light beam emitted from its pulled end). (c) In the
experiment of Bustamante and coworkers (Smith et al., 1996; Kellermayer et al., 1997), the force transducer is an
optical trap consisting of two co-axial counter-propagating and focused laser beams. The displacement of the bead in
the trap is observed with a microscope and together with the trap stiffness is used to assess the trapping force. (d) A
force transducer often used to characterize molecular motors (Simmons et al., 1996; Finer et al., 1994; Yin et al., 1995)
is the optical tweezers which consists of a single strongly focused laser beam holding a bead in its focal point. Force
measurement is carried out as in (c). Figure, courtesy of Structure (Bensimon, 1996).

immunological assays (immuno-PCR) (Sano et al., 1992). Most of these applications achieve the
required binding specificity via biochemical reactions between a (possibly modified) DNA
molecule and an appropriately treated surface. For example, the extremity of the molecule can be
functionalized with biotine (or digoxigenine) which can interact specifically with streptavidine (or
an antibody to digoxigenine) bound to a surface (Smith et al., 1992). Similarly, surfaces coated
with oligonucleotides can be used to recognize the complementary extremity of DNA molecules.
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Finally, there exist a large range of chemical methods to anchor (with various degrees of
specificity) the extremities of DNA to surfaces bearing reactive groups (e.g. primary or secondary
amine, carboxyl or thiol moieties).
An interesting alternative which does not require any modification of the molecule relies on the
specific adsorption of DNA by its ends on hydrophobic surfaces at a pH 5:5 (Allemand et al.,
1997). On many different hydrophobic materials (teflon, polystyrene, graphite, silanised glass,
etc.) DNA was observed to adhere strongly and non-specifically at low pH and weakly or not at
all at high pH. In between there exists a narrow pH range (pH ¼ 5:5  0:2) where DNA binds to
the surface by its extremities only.
Once DNA is anchored to a surface by its end(s), a very easy way to stretch it is to drain the
solution (e.g. by pulling the surface out of it or by letting it evaporate), see Fig. 2. In that process,
known as molecular combing, the anchored DNA molecules are aligned on the surface by the
receding meniscus as are algae on the shore by the receding tide. It has been shown that the force
applied on the molecule by the receding air=water interface (estimated to be 160 pN) is large
enough to stretch it but not to break its bond(s) with the surface (Bensimon et al., 1994, 1995).
Because this force is acting locally (at the interface), DNA is stretched uniformly (Allemand et al.,
1997): 1 mm for every 2 kbytes. Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) on combed molecules
(Bacs, Yacs or even whole genomes) allows one to obtain very accurate (1 kbps) genomic maps
(Weier et al., 1995; Michalet et al., 1997). The ordering, orientation and distance between genes,
the existence of genomic rearrangements (e.g. deletions) can thus be determined.

Fig. 2. Molecular combing of lÿDNA stained with YOYO1. The molecules in solution (bottom) are bound at one (A)
or both (B) ends. The meniscus extends across the image from the lower left to upper right. The extended molecules left
behind the meniscus are visible as straight segments (C) if bound at one end, or loops (D) if bound at both ends.
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Observation of the combing of DNA molecules grafted at both ends to a surface is instructive,
see Fig. 3. First as the meniscus moves past the anchoring points of the molecule it stretches its
two anchored segments (legs) perpendicular to the interface. The portion of the molecule in
solution decreases until it spans the distance between the two legs. It is then stretched parallel to
the contact line, its length diminishing as the meniscus recedes thus forming a loop. Then as the
tension in the molecule increases the loop breaks. The length of the DNA molecule at the breaking
point lb can be measured and compared with the unstretched length lb;0 , see Fig. 3. It turns out
that lb =lb;0 ¼ 2:14  0:2 (Bensimon et al., 1995): DNA can be extended to more than twice its
length before breaking! As we shall see below, this huge deformation of DNA (it is similar to the
ratio of the interphosphate distance to the distance between base-pairs) has to be accommodated
by a profound restructuring of the Watson–Crick double helix.
2.2. DNA manipulation and force measurements
Once DNA has been bound to a surface, it can be manipulated by displacing the anchoring
object. The first manipulations of DNA molecules involved translating with the help of optical
tweezers a small streptavidine-coated bead to which a single biotynilated DNA had been anchored
(Chu, 1991; Perkins et al., 1994a,b). The molecule stained with a fluorescent dye was stretched by
the hydrodynamic drag and its relaxation in various conditions was studied. In particular when
stretched in a dilute solution of other DNA molecules the relaxation of the molecule provided the
first direct observation of the reptation dynamics of an entangled polymer.
By anchoring a DNA at both ends to different surfaces (typically a coverslip, a microbead or a
microneedle), a force can be exerted on the molecule by displacing the surfaces relative to each
other. Thus, DNA can be anchored to an AFM cantilever (or microfiber) at one end and to a

Fig. 3. Fragment of the genomic DNA, of one of the authors combed on a hydrophobic surface. The DNA bound at
both ends form a typical broken loop. From measurements on such figures we deduce the extension of DNA at the
breaking point: the stretched molecule length is lb ¼ BC, its unstretched length lb;0 is deduced by dividing the length
AB þ DC by the extension factor observed for a straight molecule combed on an hydrophobic surface (1 mm for 2
kbytes).
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treated surface at the other (Engel et al., 1999; Rief et al., 1999, 1997; Florin et al., 1994). By
displacing the surface, see Fig. 1, the molecule is stretched and pulls on the cantilever. Knowing its
spring constant, the force on the molecule can be measured. Very high forces (many thousands of
pN) can be achieved and measured in these experiments with a precision of 10 pN and a spatial
resolution of Oð0:1 nm).
By using two co-axial counter-propagating laser beams a small transparent bead can be
trapped, see Fig. 1 with a force of Oð100 pN) and a spatial resolution 10 nm. The force exerted
on the bead can be deduced from the displacement of the trapping beam due to its refraction in
the bead, i.e. by directly measuring the momentum transfer (Smith, 1998). This absolute measure
bypasses the need for a calibration of this optical trap.
Another popular technique involves the stretching by an intensely focused laser beam (optical
tweezers (Simmons et al., 1996)) of a transparent bead of radius r of Oð1 mm) anchored by a DNA
molecule to a surface, see Fig. 1. Forces F550 pN can be achieved and measured with a precision
of 0:1 pN by following the displacement dx of the trapped bead from its equilibrium (zero force)
position: F ¼ ktrap dx, where ktrap is the elastic stiffness of the optical trap. dx can be measured
with a precision of O(1 nm) (Simmons et al., 1996), enough to resolve a single step of myosin
(Finer et al., 1994; Saito et al., 1994) or kinesin (Schnitzer and Block, 1997; Hua et al., 1997). ktrap
has to be determined prior to any force measurement, for example by pulling on the bead with a
known force such as the hydrodynamic drag Fs of a fluid (of viscosity Z) flowing with velocity v
around the bead: Fs ¼ 6pZrv. Alternatively, one may determine ktrap by measuring the intensity of
the Brownian fluctuations hdx2 i of the trapped bead. By the equipartition theorem they have to
satisfy (Simmons et al., 1996; Einstein, 1956; Reif, 1965):
ktrap hdx2 i kB T
¼
:
2
2

ð1Þ

Fig. 4. Schematic view of the apparatus used to twist and stretch single DNA molecules. DNA molecules were first
prepared with biotin attached to one end and digoxigenin (dig) bound to the other. These end-labeled DNA molecules
are incubated with streptavidin-coated magnetic beads and then flowed into a square glass capillary coated with an
antibody to dig, antidig. The DNA molecules bind specifically to the bead via biotin=streptavidin coupling and to the
glass via dig=antidig coupling. The capillary is placed above an inverted microscope. Magnets are placed above the
capillary. By approaching the magnets we increase the stretching force on the bead and thus on the molecule. By
rotating the magnets the molecule is twisted at constant force. A frame grabber installed in a PC allows for tracking of
the Brownian fluctuations hdx2 i of the bead. The determination of hdx2 i and of the molecule’s extension l leads to a
measure of the stretching force F ¼ kB Tl=hdx2 i.
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To twist and stretch a DNA molecule and study its interactions with proteins, a magnetic
trapping technique (Strick et al., 1996) has proved particularly convenient. Briefly, it consists in
stretching a single DNA molecule bound at one end to a surface and at the other to a magnetic
micro-bead (1–4:5 mm in diameter), see Fig. 4. Small magnets, whose position and rotation can be
controlled, are used to pull on and rotate the micro-bead and thus stretch and twist the molecule.
This system allows one to apply and measure forces ranging from a few fN ð10ÿ3 pNÞ to nearly 100
pN (see Strick et al., 1998b) with a relative accuracy of 10%.
In contrast with other techniques, this force measurement is absolute and does not require a
calibration of the sensor. It is based on the analysis of the Brownian fluctuations of the tethered
bead, which is completely equivalent to a damped pendulum of length l ¼ hzi pulled by a
magnetic force F (along the z-axis). Its longitudinal ðdz2 ¼ hz2 i ÿ hzi2 Þ and transverse dx2
fluctuations are characterized by effective rigidities kjj ¼ @z F and k? ¼ F=l. By the equipartition
theorem they satisfy (Einstein, 1956; Reif, 1965)
dz2 ¼

kB T kB T
;
¼
kjj
@z F

ð2Þ

dx2 ¼

kB T kB Tl
:
¼
k?
F

ð3Þ

Thus from the bead’s Brownian fluctuations ðdx2 ; dy2 Þ one can extract the force pulling on the
molecule (the smaller the fluctuations the greater F) and from dz2 one obtains its first derivative,
@z F. This measurement method can be used with magnetic (but not optical) traps because the
variation of the trapping gradients occurs on a scale (Oð1 mmÞ) much larger than the scale on
which the elasticity of the molecule changes (Oð0:1 mmÞ). In other words, the stiffness of the
optical trap is very large compared to F=l. A further bonus of the magnetic trap technique is that
measurements on DNA at constant force are trivial (just keep the position of the magnets fixed).
With cantilevers or optical tweezers to work at constant force requires an appropriate feedback to
ensure that the displacement of the sensor is kept constant. However, because its stiffness depends
on the force, the magnetic trap technique has at weak forces ð51 pNÞ a lower spatial resolution of
Oð10 nmÞ, than the other manipulation methods. Finally notice that by using electro-magnets, a
faster and more versatile magnetic tweezers system has recently been developed (Gosse and
Croquette, 1999).

3. Models of polymer elasticity
Just like any polymer in solution, free DNA adopts a random coil conformation which
maximizes its entropy (de Gennes, 1979). Pulling on the molecule reduces this entropy and costs
energy. The associated entropic forces result from a reduction of the number of possible
configurations of the system consisting of the molecule (be it a polymer, DNA or a protein) and its
solvent (water, ions), so that at full extension there is but one configuration left: a straight polymer
linking both ends. To reach that configuration work has to be done against entropy, a force has to
be applied. The entropic forces are rather weak, typically 510 pN. Beyond this regime and up to
about 70 pN DNA stretches like any spring: it is in an enthalpy dominated regime.
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3.1. The Kratky–Porod model
For simplicity, let us first consider a polymer chain with no torsional stress. Such a chain is
often described by the Kratky–Porod model (Cantor and Schimmel, 1980): a succession of N
segments of length b and orientation vector ti , see Fig. 5. The energy EKP of a given chain
configuration (the ensemble of segment orientations fti g) is the sum of the bending energies of
successive segments:
EKP ¼ ÿ

N
N
BX
BX
ti  tiÿ1 ¼ ÿ
cos yi ;
b i¼2
b i¼2

ð4Þ

where yi is the angle between successive orientation vectors and B is the bending modulus. (Notice
the analogy between the statistical mechanics of a Kratky–Porod chain and that of a classical onedimensional magnetic (spin) system (Fisher, 1964).) This model has been solved exactly (Fisher,
1964). The angular correlation decays exponentially with distance along the chain:
hti  tj i ¼ eÿbjiÿjj=xT ;

ð5Þ

where xT ¼ B=kB T is the decay length of the angular correlation. It reflects the stiffness of the
chain and is known as the persistence length. The chain end-to-end mean square distance Rg
satisfies
!2
N
X
R2g  hR2 i ¼ b
ti ’ 2NbxT ¼ 2l0 xT ;
ð6Þ
i¼1

where l0 ¼ Nb is the chain length. A DNA molecule in solution thus adopts a fluctuating random
coil configuration of typical size Rg , known as the gyration radius. For many years, the measurement
of Rg by various means (sedimentation, light scattering, etc. (Cantor and Schimmel, 1980;
Hagerman, 1988) was the only way to estimate the persistence length of DNA (or any polymer).

Fig. 5. A continuous polymer chain can be simulated by a chain of freely rotating segments of size b and orientation
vector ti . The direction of the stretching force F defines the z-axis.
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The stretching of a single DNA molecule now provides a much more precise way of measuring
it suffices to add to Eq. (4) a term
xT . To model the behavior of a polymer chain
P
P under tension,
representing the work W ¼ ÿF  R ¼ ÿFb ti;z ¼ ÿFb cos Yi done by a force F acting on the
chain along the zÿaxis (Yi is the angle between ti and the zÿaxis):
EKP ¼ ÿ

N
N
N
N
X
X
BX
BX
ti  tiÿ1 ÿ Fb
ti;z ¼ ÿ
cos yi ÿ Fb
cos Yi :
b i¼2
b i¼2
i¼1
i¼1

ð7Þ

Unfortunately, this model can be solved only for small forces, where the mean extension of the
chain l5l0 (Fisher, 1964) is
2FxT
F
l¼
l0 ¼
R2 :
ð8Þ
3kB T g
3kB T
To compute the elastic response of a chain at higher forces one has to resort to numerical
calculations (e.g. transfer matrix methods) or to various approximations of the Kratky–Porod
model.
3.2. The freely jointed chain model
An interesting limit is the freely jointed chain (FJC) model, which consists in setting B ¼ 0 in
Eq. (7). It models a chain whose segments are unrestricted in their respective orientation and
corresponds to a discretization of a polymer with segments of length b ¼ 2xT (the so-called Kuhn
length).
P In the FJC model the energy of a given chain configuration fti g is thus EFJC ¼ W ¼
ÿFb cos Yi . The partition function Z is
Z¼

X

eÿEFJC =kB T ¼

ti

¼

Z

N
XY
ti

Fb cos Y=kB T

N

dO e

eFb cos Yi =kB T

ð9Þ

i¼1



2pkB T
Fb
sinh
¼
Fb
kB T

N
:

ð10Þ

From the free energy F ¼ ÿkB T log Z, one can compute the mean extension of the chain l


@F
Fb
kB T
l¼ÿ
¼ l0 coth
ÿ
:
ð11Þ
@F
kB T
Fb
Notice that at small forces one recovers our previous result, Eq. (8). However, as shown in Fig. 6,
the FJC model is too crude and is not a good approximation of the elastic behavior of a DNA
molecule at large extensions (l > Rg ).
3.3. The worm like chain model
A much more precise description is afforded by the worm like chain (WLC) model, the
continuous (b ! 0) limit of Eq. (7):
Z  
Z l0
EWLC xT l0 dt 2
F
¼
ds ÿ
cos YðsÞ ds;
ð12Þ
ds
kB T 0
kB T
2 0
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Fig. 6. Force versus extension curves of single DNA molecules obtained by different groups. (A) The dots correspond
to several experiments performed over a wide range of forces. The force was measured using the Brownian fluctuation
technique (Strick et al., 1996). The full line curve is a best fit to the WLC model for forces smaller than 5 pN. The
dashed curve is the result of the FJC model with the same persistence length (it is clearly a worse description of the
behavior of DNA under stress than the WLC model). At high forces, the molecule first elongates slightly, as would any
material in its elastic regime. Above 70 pN, the length abruptly increases, corresponding to the appearance of a new
structure called S-DNA. (B) The same transition observed by J.-F. Léger and D. Chatenay using a glass needle
deflection on a nicked molecule and an unnicked molecule (the transition occurs for a higher force). (C) The transition
is also observed by S. Smith and C. Bustamante using optical tweezers. (D) Finally, H. Clausen-Schaumann and
H. Gaub observe also the transition using an AFM. (We thank C. Bustamante, D. Chatenay, H. Clausen-Schaumann,
H. Gaub, J.-F. Léger and S. Smith for sharing their data).

where s is the curvilinear coordinate along the chain. The calculation of the partition function Z
and the free energy F of that model calls upon an analogy with the quantum mechanical problem
of a dipole in an electric field, which is beyond the scope of this paper. It has however been solved
by Marko and Siggia (Fixman and Kovac, 1973; Bustamante et al., 1994; Vologodskii, 1994;
Marko and Siggia, 1995a,b). Though there is no analytic formula equivalent to Eq. (11) for the
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force vs. extension behavior of a WLC, a simple and efficient numerical solution was recently
provided by Bouchiat et al. (1999), who gave an approximation better than 0.1%:
F ¼ ðkB T=xT ÞgðxÞ;

ð13Þ

where x ¼ l=l0 and
7
X
1
1
þ
ai xi
gðxÞ ¼ x ÿ þ
4 4ð1 ÿ xÞ2 i¼2

ð14Þ

with a2 ¼ ÿ0:5164228; a3 ¼ ÿ2:737418; a4 ¼ 16:07497; a5 ¼ ÿ38:87607; a6 ¼ 39:49944; a7
¼ ÿ14:17718 (Bouchiat et al., 1999). Notice that at small relative extensions x51, as for the
FJC model we recover Eq. (8). However, when compared over the whole extension range, the
WLC model is a much better description of the behavior of DNA than the FJC model. As shown
in Fig. 6 the WLC model fits extremely well the measured data and allows a very precise
estimation of the DNA’s persistence length: xT ¼ 52  2 nm in physiological conditions (10 mM
phosphate buffer (pH ¼ 7:5), 10 mM NaCl).
3.4. Self-avoidance effects
In the theoretical models described previously, the fact that a real polymer cannot intersect
itself was not taken into consideration. For example in the computation of the partition function
Z, Eq. (10), we included these unrealistic configurations. In that section we shall try to justify this
approach. A treatment of the self-avoidance effects of a stretched polymer exists only at low
extensions (l5l0 ), where a heuristic argument due to Flory (1975) works remarkably well. Due to
self-avoidance one expects a real chain to occupy a larger volume than the so-called Gaussian
(intersecting or phantom) chains considered previously, which occupied a volume R3g . That of
course cost some entropic energy which is, however, compensated by a reduction in the
probability of interaction. In this approach the free energy of a FJC polymer is (recall that at low
extensions all models are equivalent):
F
3l 2 vN 2
¼ 2þ 3 :
kB T 2Rg
l

ð15Þ

The
R first term on the right describes the energy cost associated with a swelling of the polymer
( F dl, with F given by Eq. (8)). The second term accounts for the self-avoidance. It is
proportional to the probability that two segments of the FJC of volume v ¼ pr2 b will share the
same location in the space l 3 occupied by the chain (the segments are assumed cylindrical with a
radius r and length b). That repulsive term decreases as the chain swells. By minimizing F with
respect to l, one obtains the equilibrium (Flory’s) radius of a self-avoiding polymer:
RF ¼ ðvb2 Þ1=5 N 3=5 :

ð16Þ

Excluded volume interactions will become important when in the volume explored by one
monomer, typically b3 there is another monomer, i.e. when the monomer concentration c ¼
N=R3F ¼ 1=b3 . Self-avoidance thus becomes non-negligible when N > ðb=rÞ3=2 =p3=4 . For a DNA
molecule with r ¼ 1 nm and b ¼ 100 nm, this corresponds to N 400, i.e. a molecular length:
l0;F ¼ Nb40 mm. Almost all manipulations of DNA molecules so far have been in a
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regime l0 5l0;F , where self-avoidance is totally negligible. That is except in torsionally
constrained experiments where self-avoidance is crucial as it stabilizes plectonemic loops (see
Section 4 below).
3.5. Beyond the entropic regime
Beyond the entropic regime, i.e. from 6 pN to about 70 pN, DNA behaves like an elastic rod
with stretch modulus EA1000 pN (Smith et al., 1996; Wang et al., 1997) (where E is the Young
modulus of DNA and A its effective cross-sectional area (Hogan and Austin, 1987)). Neglecting
entropic contributions, the force vs. extension curve follows a simple Hookean law (as any elastic
material): F ¼ EAðx ÿ 1Þ (with x ¼ l=l0 > 1). Some ad hoc formulas exist, interpolating between
the entropic and Hookean regimes, e.g. replacing the term ð1 ÿ xÞ2 in Eq. (14) by ð1 ÿ x þ F=EAÞ2
(Wang et al., 1997).
Finally at about 70 pN a surprising transition has recently been discovered where DNA
stretches to about 1.7 times its crystallographic length (Smith et al., 1996; Cluzel et al., 1996). As
characteristic of the first-order transitions in nature (e.g. boiling) that transition is highly
cooperative: a small change in force results in a large change in extension (see Fig. 6). A
phenomenological description of that transition has been proposed (Cluzel et al., 1996; Cizeau
and Viovy, 1997; Ahsan et al., 1998; Marko, 1998), where the force plays the same role as the
magnetic field in a ferromagnetic context. In this model, the observed sharpness of the transition
(its high cooperativity) is associated with a large interfacial energy between the phases, suggesting
that the typical domain size is about 100 bases long (Cizeau and Viovy, 1997).
To address the possible structural modification in the molecule resulting from pulling on it, a
numerical energy minimization of DNA under stress was performed by R. Lavery and
collaborators (Cluzel et al., 1996; Lebrun and Lavery, 1996). Its results reveal the existence of a
new conformation called S-DNA indeed 70% longer than B-DNA, whose exact structure depends
on which extremities of the DNA are being pulled (30 –30 or 50 –50 ). If both 30 extremities are being
pulled the double helix unwinds upon stretching. The final structure resembles a ladder. If both 50
ends are pulled a helical structure is preserved. It is characterised by a strong base pair inclination,
a narrow minor groove and a diameter roughly 30% less than that of B-DNA. In both cases the
rupture of the molecule (by unpairing of the bases) occurs as observed during molecular combing
(Bensimon et al., 1994, 1995) when its extension is more than twice that of B-DNA (Wilkins et al.,
1951).
These numerical results are supported by experiments done almost 50 years ago by Wilkins
et al. (1951) before the double helix structure of DNA was even proposed. Those suggested that
stretched DNA fibers indeed undergo a transition to a structure with tilted bases about twice
longer than the relaxed molecule. However, recent experiments by Léger et al. ð1999Þ stretching
torsionally constrained single molecules have shown that the S-DNA phase has a helical pitch of
22 nm with 38 bases per right-handed turn, which would make it look more like a slightly twisted
ladder.
The existence of a new stable form of DNA at high extension might have considerable interest
for the study of DNA=protein interactions. Thus RecA is known to induce a 60% extension of BDNA (Stasiak and Di Capua, 1982; Stasiak et al., 1983) and facilitate the formation of a triple
helix, a putative intermediate during recombination. Smith et al. (1996) calculated that the
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existence of an extended S-form of DNA reduced the energetics of RecA binding to DNA by as
much as 15kB T (9 kcal=mol) per complex. Recent experiments (Léger et al., 1998; Shivashankar
et al., 1999; Hegner et al., 1999) have indeed shown that the polymerisation of RecA on a dsDNA
was facilitated by stretching the molecule. This implies that the barriers to nucleation and
accretion of a RecA fiber on DNA is lowered by the presence of a S-DNA sub-phase. Numerical
modeling further suggest that its structure is closer to the RecA=DNA complex than regular BDNA (Lebrun and Lavery, 1997).
3.6. Elasticity of heterogeneous polymers
In the preceding discussion, the polymer properties were assumed homogenous, i.e. we
did not consider possible sequence specific effects on the elastic behavior of DNA.
The Kratky–Porod model allows one to treat those to some extent. It is thus easy to
introduce some local preferred bending (i.e. orientational angle ci between successive
segments) by replacing the term cos yi in Eq. (7) by cosðyi ÿ ci Þ. The case where the ci ’s are
fixed randomly along the chain, thus defining a static (disorder induced) angular correlation xd ,
has been analysed by two groups using slightly different models (Bensimon et al., 1998; Nelson,
1998). Surprisingly, it turns out that the elastic behavior of such a heterogeneous chain is to all
practical purposes identical to that of an homogenous WLC with an effective persistence length
xeff which is a model-dependent function of xd and xT . Therefore, one does not expect sequence
specific effects to alter drastically the results of the WLC model described previously. It is worth
emphasizing the theoretical point that sequence inhomogeneities must be treated as ‘quenched’,
i.e. the free energy of the system should be averaged over the disorder (Binder and Young, 1986).
Some results claiming to describe sequence disorder effects (Nelson, 1998; Trifonov et al., 1987;
Schellman and Harvey, 1995) actually employ an ‘annealed’ averaging of the partition function
over disorder which is mathematically simpler but is irrelevant to experiment where the sequence
is fixed.

4. DNA under torsion
4.1. Topological properties of coiled DNA
To describe DNA under torsional stress it is first necessary to introduce some topological
concepts. The first is the twist (Tw), the number of helical turns along the molecule. For a
torsionally unconstrained B-DNA, Tw ¼ Tw0 ¼ N=h where N is the number of base-pairs and
h ¼ 10:4 is the number of base-pairs per turn of the helix. The second topological quantity of
interest is the writhe (Wr) of the molecule. Wr is a measure of the coiling of the DNA axis about
itself, as a twisted phone cord which forms interwound structures in order to relieve its torque. If
the DNA molecule is torsionally constrained, then the total number of times the two strands of
the helix cross each other (either by twist or writhe) is a topological invariant of the system called
the linking number Lk ¼ Tw þ Wr (White, 1969). For relaxed linear DNA molecules, assuming
the absence of any spontaneous local curvature, Lk ¼ Lk0 ¼ Tw0 . The relative difference in
linking number between the supercoiled and relaxed forms of DNA is called the degree of
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supercoiling, s:
s ¼ ðLk ÿ Lk0 Þ=Lk0 ¼ DLk=Lk0 :

ð17Þ

The value of s for most circular molecules isolated from cells or virions is roughly ÿ0:06. A
notable exception occurs in hyperthermophilic archeabacteria (Woese and Fox, 1977; Woese et
al., 1990) who have a positively coiled DNA (Kikuchi and Asai, 1984; Forterre, 1996). In the
experiments described here, provided that the anchoring of the DNA molecule is achieved at
multiple points at both ends, a torsional constraint can be applied on the molecule by simply
rotating the magnets. As one turn of the magnets implies a change of one turn of the molecule, we
have simply DLk ¼ n, where n is the number of turns by which the magnets are made to rotate.
Note that at fixed Lk the ratio Tw=Wr will depend on the force stretching the molecule, the writhe
being suppressed by high forces. As a consequence, pulling on a coiled molecule increases the
torque twisting it, until its writhe reaches zero.
4.2. The mechanical buckling instability
Twisting DNA leads to a torsional buckling instability analogous to that observed on telephone
cords or rubber tubes. This instability leads to the formation of interwound structures known as
supercoils or plectonemes. Of course, a DNA molecule is also animated by very strong thermal
fluctuations which play an important role. However, it is instructive to first consider the purely
mechanical (zero-temperature) instability of a rubber tube of length l and torsional modulus C. If
we firmly hold one end of the tube while simultaneously rotating and pulling on the second end
with a force F, we observe the following phenomenon (see Fig. 7): when the twist constraint is
small, the associated torque G increases linearly with the twist angle y, G ¼ Cy=l and the tube
remains straight. As the tube is further twisted, a critical twist angle yc;b and torque Gc;b are
reached where the tube ceases to be straight: it locally buckles and forms a small loop of radius
Rc;b . The torsional energy thus gained is 2pGc;b , whereas the energy cost (due to bending and work
againstpF)
ffiffiffiffiffiffiisffiffiffiffiffi(see Eq. (12)): E ¼ pB=R þ 2pRF. The cost is minimized for a loop of radius
Rc;b ¼ B=2F . The critical torque for the formation of plectonemes is controlled by the balance
between energy gain and cost, i.e. by the stretching force:
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Gc;b ¼ Emin =2p ¼ 2BF :
ð18Þ
As we twist the tube further, we increase the length of the plectonemes but the torque in the tube
remains basically fixed at its critical value Gc;b .
4.3. DNA under torsion: the rod like chain model
For DNA, the picture is pretty much the same (Bouchiat and Mézard, 1998; Moroz and
Nelson, 1998; Vologodskii and Marko, 1997). The thermal fluctuations which will be most
important near the mechanical instability at yc;b will tend to round it off. Hence as one is coiling a
DNA molecule under fixed force F, one observes the following behavior (see Fig. 7): at low
degrees of supercoiling jsj the molecule’s extension varies little. Beyond a critical value sc (which
depends on the force), the molecule shortens continuously as it is twisted further. A theoretical
treatment of this behavior is given by the RLC model developed by Bouchiat and Mézard (1998,
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Fig. 7. LEFT: schematic view of the buckling transition for a twisted rubber tube (dotted line) or a DNA molecule
(solid line). Below a critical number of turns nc;b the rubber tube’s torque increases linearly as it stores twisting energy.
When nc;b turns have been added the system abruptly exchanges twisting energy for bending energy and plectonemes
begin to form. The plectonemes grow linearly with subsequent twisting and the torque remains constant thereafter. In
the case of DNA the same picture holds, except for the fact that thermal fluctuation round off the transition which takes
place at nc;b . RIGHT: Results from the RLC model corresponding to a stretching force of F ¼ 0:33 pN. The x-axis
represents the supercoiling variable Z ¼ 2pnxT =l0 ’ 95s (Bouchiat and Mézard, 1998), and the y-axis is in arbitrary
units. The long-dash curve represents the torque acting on the DNA: as decribed above, it increases linearly until
Zc;b 1 (s 0:01) and remains essentially constant thereafter. The short-dash curve represents the ratio of writhe to
twist: note that the writhe is never zero and increases rapidly as Z > 1. Finally, the full line measures the fraction of
plectonemes in DNA: stable supercoiled structures only appear after the torsional buckling transition has been passed.

1999) which consists in describing a DNA molecule not as a chain free to rotate but as a rod with
a finite torsional modulus C. The energy of this rod like chain (RLC) model ERLC is obtained by
adding to the energy of the WLC model, Eq. (12), an energy of twist ET :
ERLC

C
¼ EWLC þ ET ¼ EWLC þ
2

Z

l0

ds O2 ðsÞ;

ð19Þ

0

where OðsÞ is the local twist of the chain. A detailed solution of this model which is beyond the
scope of the present paper can be found in Bouchiat and Mézard (1998, 1999) and Moroz and
Nelson (1998a,b). A particular mathematical subtely of this model is that the twist integrant in
Eq. (19) is singular. That singularity has to be regularized either by a truncation of its series
expansion (Moroz and Nelson, 1998a,b) or by the reintroduction of the short length cut-off b of
the Kratky–Porod model (Bouchiat and Mézard, 1998; Bouchiat et al., 1999). Although the RLC
model neglects the chain’s self-avoidance, which stabilizes the plectonemes, its predictions fit
remarkably well with our observations at low forces (50:4 pN) where as the molecule is coiled its
end to end distance decreases, see Fig. 8. From a fit of the RLC predictions to our data, one can
extract a value for the torsional modulus C of DNA: C=kB T ¼ 86  5 nm (Bouchiat and Mézard,
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Fig. 8. Relative extension of a DNA molecule vs. the degree of supercoiling Z ¼ 2pnxT =l0 ’ 95s for various stretching
forces. For the three curves obtained at low force, the behavior is symmetrical under s ! ÿs. The shortening
corresponds to the formation of plectonemes upon writhing. For these low forces the comparison between the
experimental data (points) and the rod like chain model with C=kB T ¼ 86 nm (full-line) is very good. When the force is
increased above 0.5 pN, the curve becomes asymmetric: supercoils still form for positive coiling while local denaturation
adsorbs the torsional stress for negative s. At forces larger than 3 pN no plectonemes are observed: the torsional stress
is adsorbed not by writhe but in local structural changes of the molecule.

1998). This result depends weakly on the magnitude of b which best-fitted value of 6 nm is
roughly equal to twice the DNA pitch.
A number of groups have attempted to go beyond the model defined in Eq. (19) by introducing
a coupling between the stretch on the double helix and its twist (Moroz and Nelson, 1998b;
Marko, 1997; Nelson et al., 1997). The approach is sensible, but the comparison with the
experimental data is very problematic due to the existence of structural transitions in DNA (see
below) and the smallness of the predicted effect. Much theoretical work has also been done on the
coupling between the intrinsic curvature and the twisting of the molecule (Schlick and Olson,
1992; Olson, 1996; Chirico and Langowski, 1996; Garrivier and Fourcade, 2000). As many
regulating factors are supposed to bend the molecule, a coupling to its twist could modulate the
interaction of distant sites along the DNA. This very interesting and important problem, deserves
to be studied with the new tools now at our disposal. Finally, the dynamical aspects related to
relaxation or transport of torsional stress along DNA (Nelson, 1999) need also to be addressed
experimentally.
4.4. Torque induced transitions in DNA
The torsional buckling instability just described treats the DNA molecule as a continuous
elastic tube. It ignores the underlying double-helical structure of the molecule, and its relevance
is therefore limited to very low forces (F50:4 pN) or low degrees of supercoiling
(ÿ0:0155s50:037). For higher forces and degrees of supercoiling, the buildup of torque in the
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molecule can be large enough to actually modify its internal structure (Strick et al., 1999). This is
evidenced by breaking of the s ! ÿs symmetry in the extension vs. supercoiling curves, see Fig. 8.
As a critical force is reached (ipso facto a critical torque), the molecule undergoes a transition
from a contracted state (plectonemic B-DNA) to a highly extended one (Strick et al., 1998). This
state is characterized by the coexistence of B-DNA with denatured DNA for s50 and with a new
phase called P-DNA for s > 0 (Allemand et al., 1998). This new P-DNA structure has an intrinsic
degree of coiling sp ¼ 3, i.e. it has 2.6 bps=turn (Allemand et al., 1998; Léger et al., 1999).
Numerical simulations, supported by chemical reactivity studies, suggest that in P-DNA the
phosphate backbone is winding inside the structure and the bases are exposed in solution.
These results show that at very low forces and low degrees of supercoiling DNA can locally
undergo major structural transitions. These transitions might be relevant to the activity of RNApolymerase, which is known to exert forces as high as 35 pN and to under(over)-wind the
molecule up(down)-stream. It is furthermore worthwhile to notice that a structure very similar to
P-DNA has apparently been observed in the packaging of DNA in the Pf1 virus. There this
unusual structure is stabilised by the proteins of the virus’ coat (Liu and Day, 1994).
4.5. Twisting rigidity measured through the critical torque of denaturation
The denaturation transition offers a second way to evaluate the elastic torsional persistence
length C using a very simple model (Strick et al., 1999). It consists in measuring the difference in
work done while stretching a single DNA molecule wound either positively or negatively by the
same number of turns.
Fig. 8 shows the molecular extension as a function of supercoiling for various forces. At a low
force (F 0:2 pN) the elastic behavior of DNA is symmetric under s ! ÿs. Pulling on the
molecule removes the writhe and thus increases the twist and the torque on the molecule. For
underwound molecules (in 10 mM phosphate buffer) above the critical force (Fc 0:5 pN) and its
associated critical torque (Gc 9 pN nm) writhing becomes energetically unfavorable. The
molecule elongates, see Fig. 8 as plectonemes (which are used to absorb twist) are converted
locally into melted (denatured) regions of DNA. For positive supercoilings the critical force and
torque are significantly higher. Thus, we can easily find values of jsj such that denaturation occurs
at ÿjsj whereas plectonemes remain at jsj.
In the following, we shall use the force vs. extension measurements on DNA supercoiled by n
turns, i.e. with the same jsj, to estimate the torsional constant, C, the critical torque at
denaturation Gc and the energy of denaturation per base pair (bp), ed .
Consider the case of a DNA of contour length l0 at an initial extension lAþ ð5l0 ). Let us coil the
molecule by n > 0 turns to state Aþ , (Fig. 9), requiring a torsional energy TAþ (F50:2 pN) and
then extend it to state Bþ (F ¼ 4 pN), so as to pull out its plectonemes and eliminate its writhe.
Alternatively, state Bþ could be reached by first stretching the torsionally relaxed DNA and then
twisting it. In that case its torsional energy TBþ is purely twist. The free energy of a stretched
coiled DNA being a state variable, the mechanical works performed on the molecule by stretching
it from thermodynamic state Aþ to Bþ along these two different paths should be equal:
TAþ þ DWABþ ¼ TBþ ¼

C
ð2pnÞ2 :
2l0

ð20Þ
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Fig. 9. LEFT: The extra work performed while stretching an overwound DNA. The molecule is overwound from
points A to Aþ and then stretched along the s > 0 curve to point Bþ . The extra work performed while stretching is the
shaded area between the s > 0 and the s ¼ 0 curves. RIGHT dependence of the torque on the twist (number of turns).
In a DNA molecule as in a twisted rod the torque increases linearly with the twist angle (number of turns). If the
molecule melts because of torsional stress as expected when underwound, the torque stabilizes at a value Gc as it does in
a rod which undergoes a torsional buckling instability. The difference D in the work of over and under-twisting is the
shaded area shown here and in Fig. 10 left.

Here DWABþ is the extra work performed in stretching a coiled molecule from Aþ to Bþ , the
shaded area in Fig. 9. For the sake of simplicity we neglect the correction to the bare torsional
constant C0 due to the thermal fluctuations (Bouchiat and Mézard, 1998; Moroz and Nelson,
1998a). We shall see later that this approximation (C  C0 ) is justified. Consider now the case in
which DNA is underwound by ÿn turns to state Aÿ and then stretched to state Bÿ . By the same
reasoning as above we may write
TAÿ þ DWABÿ ¼ TBÿ :

ð21Þ

Since when underwound the molecule partially denatures as it is pulled from Aÿ to Bÿ , the
torsional energy TBÿ will consist of twist energy and energy of denaturation. We can nevertheless
estimate TBÿ by considering the alternative pathway for reaching Bÿ by first stretching the
molecule and then twisting it. In this case as the molecule is underwound, the torque G initially
rises as in a twisted rod:
C
ð22Þ
G ¼ 2pn:
l0
When G reaches a critical value Gc after ÿnc turns, the molecule starts to denature. Any further
increase in n enlarges the denaturation region, without affecting the torque in the molecule which
stabilizes at G ¼ Gc . Since mixing entropy can be neglected (Strick et al., 1998a,c; Allemand et al.,
1998) the energy of denaturation is simply, see Fig. 9:
C
Ed ¼ 2pðn ÿ nc ÞGc while TBÿ ¼
ð2pnc Þ2 þ Ed :
ð23Þ
2l0
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Note that at F 4 pN the extension of dsDNA and partially denatured DNA is the same
(Allemand et al., 1998). Thus, no extra work is performed against the force when the molecule
partially melts. At low force the elastic behavior of a DNA molecule is symmetric under n ! ÿn:
TAþ ¼ TAÿ . Thus subtracting Eq. (21) from Eq. (20) yields
D  DWABþ ÿ DWABÿ ¼ TBþ ÿ TBÿ ¼

2p2 C
ðn ÿ nc Þ2 ;
l0

ð24Þ

where D is the measured difference between the work performed while stretching an overwound
molecule and the work
while pulling on an underwound one, see shaded area in Fig. 10 (left).
pdone
ffiffiffi
Plotting the value of D vs. n, one obtains a straight line (see Fig. 10 (right)), the slope of which
allows one to determine the value of the torsional constant: C=kB T ¼ 86  10 nm. The intercept
of that line with the n-axis yields nc ¼ 66 turns, from which one can estimate the critical torque
Gc ¼ 9 pN nm and denaturation energy per bp ed ¼ Ed =10:5ðn ÿ nc Þ ¼ 1:35kB T. Although the
error bar on the measurement of C is still rather large, this method can be improved to yield a
more precise value of C. It is nevertheless at least consistent with the current very imprecise
estimate of C=kB T ¼ 75  25 nm.
We may now estimate the validity of our approximation neglecting the correction to C0 due to
the thermal fluctuations (Moroz and Nelson, 1998a). At high force these renormalize C as
1
1
kB T
¼
þ pffiffiffiffiffiffiffi:
C C0 4B BF

ð25Þ

Fig. 10. LEFT: Difference in the work of stretching over and underwound DNA. ð8Þ: DNA unwound by n ¼ ÿ150
turns. ð}Þ DNA overwound by n ¼ 150 turns. The solid curves are polynomial fits to the force-extension data. The
bottom curve is the theoretical (worm-like chain) fit to the data obtained for this molecule at s ¼ 0: l0 15:7 mm and
xp ¼ B=kB T 48 nm (Strick et al., 1999). The shaded surface between the s > 0 and s50 curves represents the work
difference D. In both cases, point Aþ (respectively, Aÿ ) is reached by overwinding (underwinding) the DNA which is
initially at low extension (point A, not shown). Point Bþ (Bÿ ) is reached by stretching the molecule along the
appropriate s > 0 (s50) curve. RIGHT: Plot of the square root of the work difference D vs. the number of turns n the
molecule is over or underwound. The straight line is a best fit through the experimental points. From its slope we extract
the value C=kB T ¼ 86  10 nm and from its intercept with the n-axis, nc ¼ 66 turns, we infer Gc ¼ 2pnc C=l0 ¼ 9 pN nm.
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The last term on the right implies a correction of only 5% to the value of C at F ¼ 4 pN;
smaller than our experimental uncertainty. It is interesting to note that the value of C determined
here is in good agreement with the one obtained from the measurement of the molecular extension
versus s at constant force (Bouchiat and Mézard, 1998), a totally independent measurement based
on the model of a rod like chain polymer, see above.

5. DNA–protein interactions
The understanding gained on the manipulation and mechanical properties of a stretched and
coiled DNA, allows one to use these measurements as a tool to probe DNA=protein interactions
at the level of a single molecule, e.g. chromatin (Chatenay et al., 1997; Cui and Bustamante, 2000).
For example, the lactose repressor-mediated loop formation in a single DNA molecule was
followed by studying the decrease in the Brownian motion of a DNA tethered bead (Finzi and
Gelles, 1995), as its molecular leash gets shorter. Subjecting that bead to a force F should yield the
free energy dG for the formation of the complex repressor=DNA. Indeed when the formation and
breakdown of the loop are equiprobable: dG ¼ Fdl (Marko and Siggia, 1997), where dl is the loop
length.
By using the stretching force as a control parameter the polymerization of RecA on a doublestranded DNA has been induced (Léger et al., 1998; Shivashankar et al., 1999; Hegner et al.,
1999). As we have seen previously, stretching a molecule with a force of 70 pN induces a
transition to S-DNA, a structure of DNA presumably similar to the one adopted by the doublestranded molecule when interacting with RecA (Cluzel et al., 1996) or the TATA box-binding
protein (Lebrun et al., 1997). By applying a force (even if less than 70 pN) on the molecule, one
increases the probability of nucleation of an S-DNA region in the regular B-DNA helix. This SDNA bubble has a higher affinity for RecA than B-DNA and serves as a nucleation center for the
growth of a RecA fiber. As the complex RecA=DNA is about 60% longer than B-DNA, the
kinetics of RecA polymerization can be followed as a function of time (at various forces) by
monitoring the change in the molecular extension. Whether this stretched induced polymerization
of RecA on dsDNA actually occurs in vivo remains an interesting suggestion.
The progression of an E. coli RNA-polymerase on a dsDNA can be followed by tethering the
molecule to a small bead (Schafer et al., 1991; Yin et al., 1994) and anchoring the molecule at its
other end to a RNA-pol bound to a surface. As the DNA is transcribed, the ‘‘leash’’ binding the
bead to the surface gets shorter. The extent of its fluctuations is thus reduced and can be used to
monitor the progression of the enzyme (Schafer et al., 1991). By trapping the bead with an optical
tweezers, a force can be applied on a single polymerase. Its speed, pauses and the force to stall it
(about 35 pN) can thus be determined (Wang et al., 1998; Yin et al., 1995).
Similarly, the replication of a single-strand DNA by a single DNA-polymerase could be
observed by following the change in extension of a stretched template as a new strand is
synthesized (Wuite et al., 2000; Maier et al., 2000). From the variation of the replication rate with
the applied force, one could argue that a few bases (2 for T7-DNA polymerase, 4 for the Klenow
fragment of polI) had to be fit between the two strands in the replication site for the enzyme to
proceed. These results are in agreement with structural data and support the ‘‘induced-fit kinetic
mechanism’’ for replication (Wong et al., 1991).
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Finally, the relaxation of DNA supercoiling by a single topoisomerase (Wang, 1998) could
be monitored (Strick et al., 2000) and individual enzymatic cycles observed at low ATP
concentrations. From the distribution of the time intervals between successive cycles we could
deduce that a single ATP was apparently burned per turnover. By averaging over many single
enzymatic reactions, we could regain the kinetic behavior of topoII known from bulk
measurements. Surprisingly, stretching the supercoiled DNA resulted in a lower enzymatic
activity, indicating that the DNA gate religation step might be rate limiting. Finally in absence of
ATP, the enzyme was observed to stabilise DNA crossovers.
These experiments open the way to a study of single mechanical enzymes, with a possibility of a
detailed analysis of their cycle. Future experiments will certainly combine these manipulation
techniques with single molecule observations (Kitamura et al., 1999; Harada et al., 1999; Funatsu
et al., 1995; Yasuda et al., 1998) using fluorescence polarisation (Sase et al., 1997) or energy
transfer (Weiss, 1999) to monitor the enzyme’s structural deformation and energy consumption
during its cycle.
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